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Introduction

Once again we celebrate the journey and

discovery made by the Kings. But as we are

glad those wise men left their studies to arrive

at a knowledge that gladdened the world, we
also rejoice in their celebration of that know-

ledge. The Kings discovered the Word, Jesus,

and delivered part of their joy to the world,

making it a little better for that knowledge.

This WESTWORDS, a gift on the Twelfth

Night, is especially full of celebration. The

knowledge of God in the world, the sudden dis-

covery of Splendor in an oil slick, or the burst

of meaning from a novel are sources of gladness

which we may share with one another. The

only way to thoroughly profit from this knowledge

is to give it away and increase someone else's

happiness in life.

Let these poems and prose growing out

of our epiphanies give you new sight and joy

in this New Year. In the words of Ray Bradbury,

"... go touch and smell your city . . . walk

around your city . . . give more to your society.

You are God — come alive. The gift is in your

hands."

Kathy Haverick and Francine Bell
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Clnquain

Dew drop

Silver on this

Green leaf. One of thousands.

Each holds a living universe

Inside.

Star sky

Black with silvered

Light-pricks beyond counting.

Each one a world. Perhaps some are

Like mine.

Silver

Is the color

Of unknown worlds. Shiny

Spheres I glimpse from the ignorant

Outside.

KATHLEEN T. RICHARDS



Heij, Old Woman

Hey, old woman,

Tell of the beauty written in your hand

That fragile suspension of flesh left smooth

intellectual work. You lived for the mind.

Hey, old woman,

Speak of the beauty etched into your face

Furrows of toil, thoughtfully deepened, are

The fruits of smile and frown. You lived for the heart

Hey, old woman,

Sing of the beauty sparking in your eyes

Such vibrant shine vocalizes years-built

Soul strength inside, and out. You lived for the soul.

TERI KEELER



The Watchful Leaders

Britain's Wilson takes care of the Pounds

And lets the Pennies take care of themselves.

America's Johnson bothers about the dollars and cents

For Vietnam's loyal cause

France's DeGaulle keeps a watchful eye on the centimes

Only while

Cameroon's Adhijo controls the francs

For the terrorists in the bush.

TERESA LEDDY NGU



Memorq

Soulwashing flung within mirrored walls

Bursting in dandelion streams moonlight tears

Gleaming with burnings of ashes and hearts

Wakened luminous in soulwashings burnt

Ashes of time. There are dandelion parts

Flung to the washings of souls and the scent

Pressed between the bent leaves of a book

Dandelion books which when touched, explode,

Rupturing seeds through the mirrored halls shook

Through to the core, and there planted erode

Walls of forgetfulness, soulwashing mirrors

Memory casts to the depths of before:

Bursting in thistledown whispers. Footfalls

Murmuring; memory of dandelion-lore.

PAM BRUNS



Bottled Loneliness

SHELLEY CAVANAUGH

I learned about booze the summer I was nine years old.

We moved into our new house that June, just four days after school

had closed. I noticed old Mr. Stein right away, sitting on a green alum-

inum patio chair on the lawn across the street. He was too fat for the

skinny little chair, and I thought he was going to fall through the plastic

strips of the seat at any minute, but no such luck.

I peeked at him through the slats of the U-Haul-It trailer we had

rented and it creeped me. He was staring at me and the stuff in the

trailer like he was planning to bid for it at an auction. I grabbed an

armful of dresses and jumped to the ground, colliding with a freckle-

faced kid from down the street.

"Hey!" he yelled. "What're you tryin' to do, take over the neigh-

borhood?" He helped me pick up the dresses and carry them inside. I

shoved them into the back of a closet and wiped my hands on my pedal-

pushers.

"Don't you wear them dresses?" he asked.

"Nah, just to Sunday School, long as it's summer."

That was okay, so he told me his name was Tommy and agreed the

name "Debbie" was all right since I was a girl and then I asked him,

"Who's the man across the street?"

"That's old Mr. Stein. He's mean."

"How come he keeps staring at me?"
"Cause he's a big snoop. And you know what? He's got telescope

contact lenses so he can see everything you do. And you know what

else?" He had lowered his voice.

"What?" I asked in a whisper.

"He drinks booze." Tommy made the word sound like a ghost

snoring.

I didn't dare ask Tommy what booze was, so I waited and asked

my dad at lunch. He frowned slightly. "That's a very unelegant word,

Deborah. It means 'liquor,' which is something that some people drink,

grownup people who aren't Baptists."

I saw Mr. Stein drink his booze that very afternoon while I was
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sitting on the front porch filling in all the o's in an old Reader's Digest.

It was very quiet and I guess Mr. Stein hadn't noticed me, or else

he wasn't wearing his telescope contact lenses. Anyway, he came
around to the front of the house, looked behind him, and then reached

into a big leafy bush growing against the wall. He pulled out a bottle,

took a couple of big drinks, and then put it back again, shoving his arm

into the bush up to the elbow. Then he glanced around again, wiping his

lips on his sleeve just like they do in the movies, and went into the

house, slamming the screen door behind him.

I waited for about ten minutes to be sure he was gone, and then I

got up and started across the street, kicking a stone real casual. I had

almost reached the bush when a voice right beside me said,
'

'Hello,

Miss. How are you?"

I jumped abom twenty-five feet, and when I landed, there was Mr.

Stein. "F-fine, thank you, Sir, how're you?"

"I'm feeling very happy," Mr. Stein beamed at me. "Very happy.

I've been wanting to get acquainted with you. Come see my autographed

baseballs and I'll tell you about the time I saved a game for the Boston

Red Sox in 1928."

I was so glad he wasn't going to be mean that I went with him and

when I finally left an hour later I was clutching a genuine Boston Red

Sox autographed baseball and a square of petrified chewing gum that had

once belonged to Lou Gehrig.

I showed them to my parents at dinner. "Do you know Mr. Stein

was rated as good as Babe Ruth until he busted his leg and arm and two

ribs and could never play baseball again?"

"Poor old man," my mom told Dad that night after they thought I

was asleep. "The woman next door was telling me he's the loneliest

man. He's retired, and his wife is such a shrew that he spends all his

time outside just puttering around the yard and waylaying anyone who

passes by, rambling on about the good old days. Poor man."

I avoided Mr. Stein for a while after that, because I didn't want him

to ramble to me about any good old days. I played mostly with Tommy;

there didn't seem to be any other kids around.

One morning we were playing catch across several lawns when Mr.

Stein waddled around front and yelled at us. "Hey, you kids, get off this

yard and stay off, you hear?" He opened his mouth so wide we could

see where three of his teeth were missing, and how yellow the rest were.

We stuck out our tongues at him and ran.

"Ooh," Tommy squinted up his eyes. "Let's fix him. Let's fix

his bottle. We could put horseradish in it. Or let's stick a sign on it

like 'Smile, you're on Candid Camera' or 'Big Brother is watching.'
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1 'What's a big brother got to do with it?"

"I dunno, but my old brother Charlie is reading this book called

1984 and every time I do anything he says 'Big Brother is watching' and

hits me."

"Oh. Hey, Tommy, how come he hides his bottle of booze in a

bush like that?"

"Cause his old lady won't let him drink in the house."

"Oh. Who's his old lady, his mother?"

"Nah, his wife, Stupid."

"Oh."

But we were too chicken to really do anything, and anyway it was

time for lunch. After I had eaten I started to look for Tommy and there

he was down the street with a whole group of boys.

"Who's the dame?" one of them asked Tommy when I joined them.

He was double-jointed and could point his thumb at me even while the

rest of his hand went in the other direction.

"Oh, that's old Debbie," Tommy told them. When I asked what

cloud they had dropped out of he said "They were at summer camp. I

couldn't go 'cause my folks are too cheap. But now they're all home.

That's Butch, Jerry, Tim, Roy, and the big guy is Ignatius."

I opened my mouth, but already Ignatius was promising, "I pound

anyone who makes remarks about my name, got it, Punk?" I closed my
mouth.

"We'll see you later, Punk," Tommy said, and they walked off.

I went home and filled in some o's in the Reader's Digest and

watched Mr. Stein drink some booze. Then I went to mail a letter for my

mom. On the way home Mr. Stein practically jumped me.

"Debbie, I'm sorry I yelled at you this morning. How about some

lemonade and cookies?"

The snack tasted good, and the ginger cookies reminded him of the

time he had been a spy in Europe during World War II with nothing to eat

but ginger cookies and one chocolate bar. When I came home I had one

of the stars he had won during the war.

The summer was pretty dull except for the times when Mr. Stein

hauled me over to talk and when my cousins would come. I was even

glad when it came time to visit my Great-Aunt Mathilda. Mom said she

was going to ask Mr. Stein to look after our mail and water the plants the

week we would be gone.

"Better ask him this afternoon," I told her. "He's always happier
in the afternoon."

She gave me a funny look but she did wait, and he said he'd be
glad to.
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But when we got back there were several papers on the lawn and

mail was sticking out of the mailbox. Tommy saw our car and came
running over. "Hey, Debbie, c'mon."

I followed him across the street, and there was the whole gang,

sitting cross-legged in a semi-circle around the bush.

"What're you doing?" I asked.

"We're gonna drink his booze," Ignatius informed me. "Since

you were his old buddy-pal, you get to go first." He looked as big as

ever, but a little bit scared.

"But why?"

Tommy explained. "Mr. Stein's in the hospital, and after that he's

going to an old men's home because he's real sick. We can't just let his

old booze go to waste. We want to know what it tastes like. It probably

tastes awful, 'cause he's an awful man."

"He is not." I could feel my throat closing up and my eyes hurting.

"He was a little awful in the mornings, but my mom said that's because

he's so lonely. But he's wonderful in the afternoons. Booze must taste

delicious, 'cause after he'd drink it he'd be happy and not mean or

lonely."

I could tell they didn't believe me, and it made me mad. So I ran

to the bush and felt inside until I found the bottle leaning on some

branches. I twirled off the cap, tilted the bottle back and took a big

mouthful.

It was horrible. I couldn't swallow it, and I tried not to move my

tongue because it hurt and it almost gagged me. Finally it started to

trickle down my throat and then I gulped down the rest of it, shuddering.

The boys started to laugh. "It must be terrible. You look like

you just had to swallow a horny-toad."

I opened my eyes and two tears slid out. "No, it wasn't," I

shouted at them, "it was delicious! It tasted like real wet honey with

bubbles and warmness. It was the most delicious thing I've ever drunk."

The boys laughed louder. "I'll prove it," I screamed and took

another sip. I was really crying now, and beginning to hiccup.

Tommy reached for the bottle but I knew they mustn't get it. They

must never know what it was really like. So I jumped away and threw

the bottle into the street as hard as I could. It crashed into a billion

little splinters of glass floating in booze there beside the stop sign.

Ignatius said a bad word but I was already running home to lock

myself in my room. I started ripping out pages of the Reader's Digest

one by one and throwing the wads into the wastebasket. My mouth tasted

horrible and I thought I was going to be sick.
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Rain

Haiku

The rain is over,

and brown leaf sailboats travel

swirling by the curb.

SISTER MARY NORMAN, CSJ

Rain's spinster fingers

fountain forth into furrows

the forgotten seeds.

SISTER MARY CARLANN, SND
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Perception

So speak sensation —

spill from the lips of a word

the ears of a sound.

SISTER MARY CARLANN, SND

Winter

Drifted roads are spread

with sand like cinnamon on

Unbaked apple pie.

MARTHA MADDEX
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One

the cabin-fire licks cat-wise about the room

mingled light and liquid life

flow in a hammering sea

fill the shadowed, darkswept day

and a soul pounds the beat

of a guitar's blood-song.

singing eyes locked to a life

dripping wretched in

tortured, ecstatic lines

shout words to words of life

and gut and blood and me.

on the bridge of words, of eyes to eyes

I learn what it is to be a man,

not yet a man,

in restless, turning, twisting

search

in fingered notes and hammered words

and beating life — I echo to your

rhythm.

SHARON ROOME
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Immortal Armor

In night -blind vigil, these eyes survey the sleeping centuries

of man

As sinews tense before the bronze-armed foe.

Sun-scorched, this helmet plumed in glory rises now in shadows
with the mist

To stand mute guard for time near valor's rusting shield.

Inside this still and vacant stone, Achilles' tired honor
offers high-hymned praise

To all Olympos. Echoes of hushed victory stir

The battle's dry-bone dust, as ashes taste the tears

of mercy's rain

While smiling gods still warm the gold eternal dawn.

ROMAYNE DOWD

Reflections on a statue of Achilles — Homer's Iliad.
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Last Green Hour

Out of the sea-grip of teeth that bite

We are pieced. This dying of space

And this ending of time have a taste

Of green about them. Into the night

We will dance and will sing of the tight

And the close-biting sea. There is a place

Here for me. I can sing my yes to space

Beyond space and this last green hour of night.

I will sit very still . in the end . See,

The dancing begins. There was music before,

I remember, but my ears heard the sea

And one singly loud note on the shore.

The sea-teeth that grip bite doubly hard now.

There was salt in the sand and I spoke my yes low.

BARBARA BENEFIEL
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A Silence of Honei/suckle

LINDA CAGGIANO

All that remained of the heat of the day was the claret-clear smell

of the honeysuckle. It drifted through the twilight air — the sweetness,

a surprise strong enough to hint of taste under the tongue.

Then it drifted away leaving only a shadow on the deep, secret

animal parts of the mind that wake you with snatches of hidden tastes

and smells and a half-felt touch of what used to be.

Martha opened the screen door and held it wide, her back ridged

against the warped door post, listening to the whining cry of "dinner's

ready" echoing down the small street of old houses, old trees, old

memories.

It had been two months since the funeral, and now Hattie was no

more to people who didn't know her than the scattered honeysuckle. But

Martha had known her and her death left a fear, tightening the muscle of

her stomach that came and went with the summer wind — and always,

night and day, lay mute and unanswerable in the pit of her mind.

And during those months, everyone in the family had come up

behind her, scarcely touching their fingers to her arm and saying, "It's

all right, Martha honey, now Aunt Hattie's happy." And they would go

about just as before, sweeping and shining and canning.

But for Martha, the fear remained, and tonight it crawled with a

tightening through her throat until it gnawed again at her mind as she

leaned against the door frame.

"Martha, Martha honey, come in here and read for us," a voice

called from the kitchen. It was dry, shrill and persistent like the droning

buzz of a fly that nips in and out of the eyes and ears as you lie with

your face to the heat of the sun — making you realize the thin line

between annoyance and madness.

With an effort, she arched her back away from the post and turned

into the house letting the screen door slam shut behind her. In the

kitchen were Aunt Lizzie and Aunt Becky. They were sitting at the

table — the letters on the seamed wood top — the dim light making

gargoyle faces of its knobbed legs.

The two old women had performed this letter reading with the care
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of a ritual since two days after Hattie died. But the letters and cards

became fewer and fewer until now there were only two waiting for her.

Martha sat down, fingering the envelope flap of the first one before she

opened it.

It was from a second cousin just outside of Pittsburgh. They

hadn't heard from him for three years.

"Real sorry to hear about Hattie's ..." and the two old heads

began nodding simultaneously with the heaving bosoms. "I know you

folks had quite a time with your sister. People with less heart would

have put her ..." With that the two heads began puppet-bobbing up and

down again, up and down.

Martha stared silently until the two old heads became one — soft

white, slowly nodding, strangely childlike. For a split instant, Hattie

was there in the room again, with her smell of lilac and the jack-o-lanterns

that she had made all through harvest time. They used to leer out of

every window in the old house until, rotting, they were dethroned by the

two sisters.

"Is that all he had to say?" The droning voice brought Martha's

focus back to the gray heads leaning inward on each other.

"No, he says, 'We all think of you here and hope this letter finds

you all in good health and spirits.'
"

"Now Martha," Aunt Becky said, "you write him just as soon as

you find time and tell him we're all just fine — considering, just fine,

and that the funeral was real nice."

"Hattie would have liked all the flowers," mused Lizzie, "though

it's a shame we couldn't bury her from the house the way we used to."

And the two heads jerked up and down again — the two pairs of spec-

tacled eyes shining, persistent and unseeing.

"No," thought Martha, "she wouldn't have liked the flowers. She

never could stand cut flowers in a house." They bothered Hattie as those

distant, silent, electrical storms bother certain children, frightening

them with their quiet, with their hidden sense of violence. Martha recalled

one day when she caught her throwing out a vase of her sisters' prized,

first spring roses.

"But you see," Hattie had explained in earnest, "we shouldn't

have them in the house — they're not the same as the outside ones

anymore. They smell too strong and they have too many secrets now."

"Read the second letter, Martha." The buzzing voice once again

interrupted her thoughts. It was from Uncle Charles, a monumental family

relic who voiced his existence only at marriages or births or deaths.

Martha eased her spine into the curve of the chair to stop the gnawing at

her left hip and began reading.
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It was all there, the sympathy card sayings, the best wishes, the

complaints about the circulation and the liver, the everlasting question

— "Is Martha married yet?" — that made her throat strain against the

saying of it and brought the tongue-stuttering, orphaned fear and her

fortyish gray-dry mirror image flat up against her mind's eye.

The two old heads nodded politely away at the letter's mention of

marriage. And somewhere deep in her head during the polite embarrassing

silence, Martha smelled the lilac and heard Hattie's gay, child voice

saying, "Of course, someone will marry you, dear, and if they don't, they

probably weren't worth it anyhow. How can you worry, child, about

what may never happen?"

At the end of Uncle Charles' letter, the two sisters silently pushed

themselves up from the table. "Well, I guess it's about time for bed,"

said Aunt Lizzy. "Now Martha, don't you go sitting up too late. You

need your rest." With that, they turned heavily around and started out of

the kitchen, the speckled linoleum groaning under their steps. Aunt

Lizzy paused at the doorway and half turned, her hand clutching at the

worn counter tile. "I know you miss Aunt Hattie, honey, but it's for the

best. You wouldn't want to see her sick and suffering, would you?"

"No, Aunt Lizzy."

"Of course not, now you come up soon and get some rest. It'll be

all right. You'll see — you'll see and don't forget to lock the door

when you come." Then like some heavy robot whose gears are almost

gone, she turned and went slowly into the darkness of the hall.

Martha, stayed seated at the table — her mind blank, her hands

empty and open on the wood top — until the absolute stillness of the

house told her that both her aunts were finally asleep. Then she got up

and walked stiffly down the black hall to her room. She shuffled her

way over to the bed and crawled onto it, still fully dressed.

She stayed that way — rigid, listening to the alarm clock ticking

away the silence, her eyes straining for shadows in the darkness —
thinking for nearly an hour of Hattie, of her lilac smell, of the crystal

jar of gumdrops always by her bedside, of the wind-filled days she would

sit on the porch watching running children in the streets who trailed yards

of string and tattered colored kites that followed bumpily along like

vaguely remembered afterthoughts.

And all the while, merging in and out of the darkness and the windy

streets and the childrens' kites, was the shape of the frail, fading woman
pinching at the white hospital sheets with her thumb and forefinger —
whimpering and quivering in the metal crib-like bed. And then again

against the darkness, the shape of the dying and the casket with it's

muffled smell of wreaths and the pinched face painted to look like the
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sleeping instead of the dead.

Martha's blood began to pound in her head until its dull, low thud

masked the ticking of the clock. And the painted face and the flowers

about to die flashed on and off against the blackness of the room. "It's

all right," she told herself. "Hattie's happy now." But the pounding

and the flowers and the pale face darted in and out of her mind, in and

out, in and out.

"No, no. Think about when she was alive," Martha warned herself.

Hattie and her gumdrops, Hattie watching children, Hattie singing to the

night air, Hattie, Hattie . . .

"Remember that lovely summer when you were twelve," Martha

said to herself. "All those picnics and Hattie was young then." And
the memories swelled up into her mind: Hattie and she running through

the grass, playing child's games in the full, rich warmness of the air.

The wind had come up that day, so sudden, so cold.

Hattie yelled across the fields, "Go pick up the basket, Martha,

honey. It's getting so cold; we'll have to go home now." Running,

hurrying, laughing as hard as she could stand — throwing everything in

a heap, first a napkin then a plate then a cup quickly into the basket.

Hattie standing, her hair blowing, waiting across the field for her —
and then the apple. She hadn't noticed at first, had gone ahead and

picked it up and then she saw it — wilted brown, beginning to rot, and

the flies. One had flown up into her face and it frightened her, the

shock of the decay still frightened her even now lying straight and rigid

and panicked on the bed.

"It's all right, honey," Hattie had told her then, holding her close

against the chill air. "Fruit changes like that — quick; it's just a little

brown. There's nothing to be afraid of." And the sound of Hattie 's

voice faded from Martha's mind.

She stayed very still on the bed. Her back and arms had begun to

sweat and the room and its blackness seemed to close in on her until the

very air was like something alive — something waiting in the night.

Quickly she rose from the bed and ran down the hall, into the kitchen,

through the door she had forgotten to lock.

She stood stooped over, holding the screen ajar, whispering again

and again, "It's going to be all right. She's happy now, it's going to be

all right," trying to calm the strangled breathing and the pounding nerves.

The night air was heavy now and Martha shivered as the smell of the

honeysuckle came to her with its overpowering silent fragrance.
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Hurricane

Strange that wind with eyes

should destroy so much, that an

eye is meant to see.

SISTER JAMES MARIEN, CSJ

Aftermath

Torn windstorms

Shivering twisted in

Arched and broken

Bone-ends

.

Through the withered

Grasses the sound

Of hounds wailing;

Sound flutters like

Cutout papers —
Tarnished black-red

Is the sound of

The sky.

PAMELA BRUNS
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Spider-God

Black-sounds of night

That fill this space,

The levels of air that tremble and stretch,

Dark-pierce to my core, the seed-small place

Hardly place at all. If I hold out my hand I can catch

The light of them. Your eyes white —

Pierce my seed of soul and shatter this hour.

That black God who is ugly, who might

Have arms of hair and wrinkled flesh, will devour

Me, mangle hard my seed-soul, spit me out.

Black teeth and breath that stinks wear down this day,

These soft-sweet sounds and tones of tunes that shout,

Wear down the flesh, leave my core strangled in clay.

I am pierced, I am shattered, I am free.

The spider-God with wrinkled flesh is drowning me.

BARBARA BENEFIEL
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Childhood

A dream ago

we broke the waves

and fought the sand

handholding a young world.

CHRISTA MAINZER

Windward

Cloud-like fantasies

Sail above sun-shattered seas

Wind-tight spinakers

SALLY YOULE
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Haiku

Spider

dangles from his

thread-like webb, twisting ner-

vously . . . drooping, ball-like when he

sees me.

SISTER MARY BERNADETT, SND

Rain Spider

Lamplight: and the green bush

sparkles with a web of beaded droplets

that rain needles strung.

FRANCINE BELL
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Rain

KATHY HAVERICK

e. e. cummings, a modern poet noted for fondly using capitals,

commas, parenthesis and parts of speech in his own unique way, also

uses the rain both strangely and fondly. Because Cummings' images

are connected through his separate poems, this recurring rain — while

its use and particular connotations vary — is especially a Cummings'

rain; its final meaning is both consistent and consistently Cummings'.

Because the poet is an enormously tactile imagist, rain is nearly always

the pleasant-feeling fingers of Spring. He never depicts a violent rain

since the feeling and ideas the poet uses rain to convey are connected

with the look and feel and sound of a gentle rain. He uses it as a back-

ground to set mood or indicate time passage, as a favorite comparison,

and as a character — a certain, special person.

In "anyone lived in a pretty how town" the rain is part of a refrain

which simply indicates the passing of time and events in a sing-song

monotonous, cycle. The petty people of the poem "sowed their isn't they

reaped their same/sun moon stars rain" (p. 370). The rain is, in one

sense, the opposite of the sun, and in another, it represents Spring. In

Cummings' poetry, rain is often tied to Spring, while the sun stands for

summer, the moon autumn, and the stars might mean winter. Rain is used

again to mark time in a poem eulogizing Sam the hired man. The poem is

simply worded, with natural images emphasizing Sam's good simplicity.

"Rain and hail/sam done/the best he kin/till they digged his hole"

(p. 405). "Rain and hail" and later "(sun or snow)" in this poem are

merely a natural tick-tocking of seasons passing.

Rain again in "wherelings whenlings" and "neither awake" is

mentioned shortly as a part of the real present. "Only are shall be

were/dawn dark rain snow rain/-bow" (p. 368). "Dawn dark rain snow"
is used to represent the days' and seasons' progression but they are

also examples of present reality. The poem praises the man "whose

both/eyes/love/this now of the sky" (p. 367). The phrase "only are

E. E. Cummings, Poems 1923-1954 (New York: Harcourt, Brace
& World, 1954). All poetry quoted is from this volume and is referred

to by page number.
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shall be were" is a typical Cummings statement. Only those things

which are — which exist now — shall ever die — or "be were."

Things which never were real cannot ever be alive or dead. This empha-

sis on the positive present is part of Cummings' philosophy. And the

rain, with the rainbow, dawn, dark-snow, is part of now, part of the

things which are. The poet constantly contrasts natural images — trees,

mountain, rain — to unalive people. In "neither awake" the general,

"neither dead nor alive," sits "(in real the rain)" (p. 452). While the

rain is only part of the setting, Cummings uses its realness to point up

the complex unreality of the general and people like him.

In a similar way, the poet uses a rainy setting to enhance the

realness, the immediacy and the beauty of a lovers' meeting or of a

man's sorrow. In a Paris twilight "the streets turn young with rain"

(p. 76). The rain-freshened streets add to the fairness of the scene; the

image increases the beauty of a simple descriptive poem. The story of

a meeting is begun: "you asked me to come: it was raining a little, /and

the spring" (p. 128). Because rain is a present action — naturally

renewing and refreshing — it easily parallels the meeting of lovers.

The immediacy and the tactility of love-making echo the rain's movement

on the earth. The world is "battered by stuttering pearl" (p. 125) when

the lovers meet; this battering is like the soft verbal battering of stut-

tering persuasion a man uses on his mistress.

Cummings' rain is a sensuous action, but also a casual, gentle

greyness that evokes reminiscence. "In the rain-/darkness, the sunset/

being sheathed i sit and/think of you" (p. 137). The rythmic, dream-

greyness of the rain produces a meditative present in some poems rather

than or joined with the active sensuality suggested by its movement and

wetness in others. An "old lady always sitting in her/gentle window

like/a reminiscence/partaken" (p. 49) is part of a rain-scene. Remember-

ing a lost lover, "a fragile imitation of/(perhaps) myself carefully

wanders/streets dark and deep/with rain" (p. 216). In another poem,

"memory believes/fragrance of a town (whose/ . . . steeples writhe

with/rain)" (p. 245).

Even in his harsh satires, Cummings uses rain as something good

or beautiful. In a caustic monologue, he presents a lazy, self; indulgent

woman talking to her maid. "Rain/wouldn't that/get yer goat but/we

don't care" she says as she pities "awl the/poor girls" (p. 88). The

lady herself is shown to be repulsive by her language and her unpitying

commands to her servant girl. But the rain she doesn't worry about is a

contrasting background to her. It is a bare, sad world when "a wind

has blown the rain away and blown/the sky away and all the leaves

away" (p. 63). The trees stand stark and lonely.
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The rain, which seems only to be a circumstance of the setting,

carries a meaning and creates a mood beyond itself. And Cummings

goes beyond using rain as a meaningful backdrop and as a reinforcement

of a poem's dramatic action. He uses the rain, with its particular quali-

ties of freshness, immediacy, delicacy and softness, as a comparison

most often with a woman, a lover, but always hinting at both Spring and

Death. One of his love poems is patterned on this simile: "I have

found what you are like/the rain." Rain's gentle power which causes

the woods to "stutter and sing" is like the lady's power. She thrills,

cools, and causes her lover to sing in the way the rain "who feathers

frightened fields/with the superior dust-of-sleep" (p. 122 — 3) acts on

the earth. A similar lyric says: you are "like the rain/only sweeter

frailer" (p. 210).

When the speaker in "somewhere i have never travelled" tells

his love:

nothing which we are to perceive in this world equals the

power of your intense fragility: whose texture compels me
with the colour of its countries, rendering death and forever

with each breathing (p. 263)

he implies a comparison with the rain. Cummings' rain has its own

"power of . . . intense fragility." It is a harsh gentleness "wielding/

easily the pale club of the wind" (p. 122). The poet continually empha-

sizes both the fragility and the potency of the rain, finding its greatest

beauty in this paradox. He also notices the way rain clarifies and

creates color although it comes out of greyness. In another poem, he

commands his love to "be unto love as rain is unto color; create/me

gradually" (p. 267). And in "Take for example this," he declares

"through altogether delicate gestures of rain/a colour comes" (p. 75).

The sadness hinted at in the rain and alluded to in "rendering

death and forever" is also repeated in the poem "be unto love as rain."

He tells his lady not to sorrow for "a sun which must go/sometimes, to

make an earth gladly seem firm for you" (p. 267). The absence of the

sun is a sad thing, a kind of death, but the rain makes the earth more

firm — more real, perhaps. Comparisons using the rain contain both

elements of joyful beauty and of grey sadness. In "we love each other

very dearly" both feelings are implied: "we love each other very

dearly/, more/than raindrops need sunbeams or snowflakes make /possible

mayflowers" (p. 411). The drops are opposite to and destroyed by the

sun, the dependence is true. For Cummings, natural death is not an

evil; being unalive is the great sin.

So, in another poem, the poet parallels rain and Death casually

and naturally in an implied but evident metaphor. "I was passing a
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certain/gate, rain/fell (as it will/in spring)" is the opening statement.

A description of the " ropes/of silver gliding from sunny/thunder into

freshness" makes up the middle of the poem and shows the rain as

something miraculous and pleasing. Then he says "i looked/up/and/

thought to myself Death." The word Death is removed several spaces

from its line as was the word rain. And when the speaker asks Death

"will You with/elaborate fingers possibly touch/the pink hollyhock

existence" (p. 49), the equation of the falling rain with possibly falling

Death is clear. And because the character of the rain is well-defined

by Cummings as soft, fragile, gentle, powerful, real and beautiful, he

quickly conveys a number of his ideas about Death.

Because rain is often used, as in this poem, to suggest death, and

in connection with Spring, the love similies have a greater complexity

of meaning. The lover praises "your (in my arms flowering so new)/self

whose eyes smell of the sound of rain" (p. 303) in "here's to opening

and upward," and says in "somewhere i have never travelled," "nobody,

not even the rain, has such small hands" (p. 263). The known qualities

of rain make the comparisons meaningful and pleasing. But the implica-

tion of Spring with its connotations of rebirth, newness, and opening,

adds a dimension to the allusion to' rain. And the rain's connotation of

death adds a further and deeper significance which is partially explained

by another poem: "if i believe/in death be sure/of this/it is/because

you have loved me" (p. 33).

The rain is never simply a setting or a simile, for throughout

Cummings' poems the rain carries certain significance and meaning.

Because Cummings uses rain as a fairly consistent symbol, he has

given it a consistent and definite personality. The rain is "Somebody

who uses roofs and streets skillfully to make a/possible and beautiful

sound" (p. 75). Sometimes this person is "the thrilling rain the slender

paramour," (p. 3) and sometimes it is "the people who/rain (are move

as)" (p. 344). The rain speaks, stutters, whispers, predicts. It has

fingers, a bed, a wife, a whole personality. It gestures, makes love, and

uses things. It is "the rain/(Who feathers frightened fields" (p. 122).

And because of its suggestion of death, the rain is a person men fear.

"When rain whom fear/not children but men speaks . . . i spirally under-

stand what touching means." "Rain comes ;/predicting forever, assum-

ing/the laughter of afterwords" (p. 256—7).

(the sinuous rain which rising from thy bed steals to his

wife the sky and hour by hour wholly renews her pale flesh
with delight) (p. 3).

The character of the rain and its use as a symbol are so definite

that personification is inevitable. The rain is one of Cummings' consis-
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tent images, expressing his favorite themes of rebirth, growth, resurrection

and love. He ties the rain with Spring, saying to Spring "thy fingers

are the rain" (p. 51). He makes his rain a spring rain, emphasizing its

gentleness while he shows its power in cleansing and causing growth.

This person, the rain, is fragile, immediate, delicate and soft. He

"occurs deeply beautifully" (p. 75), creating color, causing reminiscence,

heralding Spring, and suggesting both love and Death. As part of the

setting he cloaks the scene and the poem itself with his own mood and

his own suggestions. He is the earth's lover, the sky's husband, so he

easily offers himself as a simile for the poet's lover. And as a character

acting out the drama of a poem, the rain has the advantage of being a

part of his own setting and of compounding his own meaning by his

inherent metaphoric meanings. Cummings' rain, as Cummings' capitals,

punctuation and parts of speech, is strange, intricately meaningful,

fondly handled and uniquely Cummings'.
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This Knife-Edged Night

This knife-edged night of bitter frost

Disquiets me: as each still, iced

Unwinded moment probes to red

Raw scars of memories undead;

And resurrects half-buried ghosts.

Almost forgot, and five years past

Remembering, again I taste

Your lips; and aching — dread

This knife-edged night.

For gone returns on razored shafts

Of starnight: icy needles thrust

To soul's care where warmth has fled

With your embrace. Alone, I shed

Hot tears of yesterday, and curse

This knife-edged night.

KATHLEEN RICHARDS
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Winding

Up

the

Wind

Wind up the wind

while it whirls

the whirlpool of wine leaves

a winding, windy way,

to be churned and charred

by a summer's wayward ways,

Wind up the wind

till it rouses waves

to warble pebbles, and

to wash warped, wading feet.

Wind up the wind

while I listen

and am wound, bound

in winds that wind

and lash to wound me,

round to hush me.

SISTER MARY CARLANN, SND
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Shakespeare, Forgive Me

Spot, my pup, trots in and out.

His paw prints scattered all about

The kitchen floor, like pansies bloom.

Just look, you'll find in every room

Some evidence of him. The den

Displays his hair like coiled black springs

On every chair; the rug's a fen

Of bramble seeds. To me he brings

A bone still fleshed, malodorous,

And sits before me, generous,

While I look down in sheer despair.

What can I do? Another tear

Grins from my curtains;

Slippers lie a mangled mess

From tiny teeth (my pet disdains

His rubber bone). I cannot guess

What mischief next inspires the beast.

My housework now is twice, at least,

The job it was before he came.

How perfectly he fits his name;

For I find stain-marks on the walls,

On clean clothes, beds, and under rugs.

Oh no! I cringe, the new lamp falls

Bumped by paws, but he just shrugs

"I didn't mean to," with his ears.

This last paw breaks me. Temper clears

The battlefield. A saint, I'm not.

I point, commanding, "Out, damned Spot!"

JEANNE BURNHAM



Monumental Decision

PAMELA BRUNS

For weeks now I had been sitting in the shack in back of the

funeral parlor watching the lot of the town walking past the door of my
Uncle Sid's business, and wondering how they'd look framed in mahogany.

Most of the time I'd sit, letting formaldehyde seep slowly through an

eyedropper onto a stream of ants that began at one end of the plywood

framing around the door and exited into the other.

It seemed like the only thing to do — I mean we hadn't had a

deceased in weeks. Business was dead, to say the least, and Uncle Sid

joked with the Doc all the time about how he oughta go and round some

up. I worked "headstone detail" for Uncle Sid; I was just fifteen that

summer. The summer before, the last of my folks had died and Uncle

Sid had taken me in. Uncle Sid was a funny little Wally Cox type with

horn rims and an adam's apple that bobbed up and down out of a shirt

collar that looked really silly — like about four sizes too big for his

scrawny neck — well heck, he didn't look like no proper mortician.

Well, like I said, business was dead — I hadn't sold any stones

— and I had plenty — everything from triumphant Gabriel and horn to

small plaques — which we ran out of most often. Once in awhile we'd

manage to unload a couple of seraphs — but I still looked forward to

the day when I could unload the Gabriel and horn in all its rosestone

glory. The trouble is, it had been around as long as I had, and I think

I would really miss it.

Well, one day Uncle Sid breezed in to unload the news that a

deceased had arrived on the scene in the corpse of one Herman Wiggum,

who had been among the "speculated rich" of the county, and Uncle

Sid was fit to be tied — I mean like this was to be the funeral of the

season. People had been waiting for Herman to pop off for something

like 2l
/i years, including I imagine, the two old maiden aunt Wiggums

that had done his housekeeping for years and, fantastically enough, were

the only Wiggums on Herman's mourning list. Uncle Sid and I agreed

that maybe it was time to dust off the Gabriel rosestone, even though I

wasn't sure that I wanted to.

The funeral was gonna be something. From my vantage point in
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the shack I could hear the aunts discussing the prospects of Herman's

interment, and Uncle Sid firing back his carefully composed replies on

the beauties of his special purple, satin-lined mahogany job with brass

handles. The aunts bought it along with masses of purple ribbon, flower-

ing lily wreathes and the whole bit, including hired wailing women to

mourn over Herman . . .

''Price?" babbled a fat aunt Wiggum, acting as though she was at

a cocktail party, "Yes, the price is most important. We want to be as

reasonable as we can without sacrificing quality. After all, we have

one of the nicest plots on the grounds and there are such beautiful mark-

ers surrounding ours. It would be a shame to sacrifice quality."

The other aunt, a real saccharin type, nodded in assent, and I

almost seemed to hear a stony chorus of warning blasts sounding forth

from the Gabriel horn. "Well, if I can give you some figures, we can get

down to business," I replied in my most mature tone. Mechanically, I

began to steer the two old maidens toward the rosestone when the fat

one stopped dead in her tracks and made a bee-line for a two by four

granite slab resting on some dark green material reminding me vaguely

of the cloth on dice tables. While the one plump, cherub-like Wiggum

patted the stone and murmured over it, the other was clapping her hands

like a little girl at a birthday party simultaneously trying to heave another

stone from out of its velvet case. It was crazy — like I mean they

looked like a touch football huddle — nothing like the decorus and

impressive scene you conjure up when the funeral parlor comes to mind

— especially when I looked down where the black tux should've been

and spied a pair of torn jean's legs and "hole-y" sneakers . . .

"Oh, aren't they lovely? Don't you just love this pale mauve, Liz?

I'm entranced by it!" (I could tell she had a way of expanding things

she liked.) "How much?" queried the chub called Martha, poking at the

mauve two by four . . .

Uncle Sid's coaching came to mind, and I began to carefully deliver

my speech: "When we quote a price," and here I lowered my voice

appropriately, "that price includes the stone, the design, and the founda-

tion. There is no further charge either by us or the cemetery. As I

uttered the final words I felt a surge of pride and nearly choked on the

emotion. "Yes," I said, "May I suggest the Gabriel rosestone right

over here? It's really our finest ... it seems so suitable for the late

Mr. Wiggum." I took a deep breath, somewhere down deep I felt a guilty

twinge — almost as if Gabriel were pinching me.
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The aunts stared in awe for a moment, then Martha chirped, shaking

her frizzy cherub curls: "Oh, I don't know Liz . . . you know more

about these things ... I wish you would decide ..." She took a deep

breath — it was a fairly long statement for her. She began to move,

floating like, with her arms extended, toward the Gabriel stone; she was
a deadwringer for one of them foreign dancers they show on the newsreels

at the Bijou.

Then a noise made me look at Liz — I hadn't really looked at

her before this, I had been so absorbed in the queer antics of fat Martha.

Liz was eyeing both stones quizzically, mumbling to herself something

about: "Pale mauve . . . Gabriel?" intermittently scratching a huge

bun of hair that rested on her small skull like a crouching cat.

I could see a decision rising and blandly attempted to head it

off . . . "The Gabriel rosestone is $150 dollars and the mauve is $95.50,

but I can let you have the mauve for an even $95 dollars, and uh . . .

simplicity is important," I said indicating the slab.

"Oh Liz," Martha chorused, "I'm sure Herman would respect your

judgment in a matter of this nature . . . now you choose. This one is

$150 dollars and that one is $95 dollars, and after the elaborate funeral

we should have that "crowning touch," and personally I just adore the

curls on this one," she cooed into the end of Gabriel's horn.

I stifled the warm shaking in my stomach that was about to erupt

into laughter — cherub Martha was oohing and awing and tenderly patting

Gabriel's curls as though her very touch might crack them. The real

joke was her curly head leaning against Gabe's shoulder, which reminded

me of the lovers necking at the Bijou movie house down the street.

I looked at the one called Liz, her saccharin facade had melted

to acid and she eyed Martha disdainfully and then went like — ethereal

and began to speak as though she were in touch with another world . . .

"I remember when dear mother passed on — oh-h-h, we gave her a

beautiful wake and burial. We only paid $86 dollars for her stone.

Lovely color, too. But, no matter ..."
Sid's tutoring hopped into my brain and I warbled quickly, "Oh,

yes — but a man . . . uh, such a great man needs a small monument . . .

uh, even something simple, ah yes . . . something simple like mauve to

complement his shining greatness . . . his . . . uh . . .
," I was slightly

confused.

I could see Martha was nodding faintly in assent, and Liz was

smiling and saying, "M-m-m-m, yes-s-s-s, and ..." She seemed in

command now and order: "We'll take the $150 dollar stone!"

From the corner of my eye it seemed Gabriel's stony wings had

dropped slightly, and along with it the twinge in my stomach fell to the
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bottom, yet I managed to say: "Ah . . . fine — would you like deep

etching or shallow etching? Four dollars extra for the deep etching ..."

Aunt Liz's eyes narrowed perceptively as she shrilled: "You told

us that was the total price. The $150 dollars. You said there were no

more charges!"

"Uh . . . I'm sorry if I misled you . . . ah, what I meant to say was

that there would, after we included the price of the stone, engraving and

so forth be nothing more to pay."

"Well what is the full price?" Liz was getting flustered and

Martha's eyes dilated, and she was hem-hemming to herself.

"That is what I'm trying to figger out Ma'am — now, would you

like to choose the shallow or the deep etching?"

"Oh well, the shallow etching shows up as well as the other,"

said Liz.

"Yes!" added Martha — trying to be helpful, "ah . . . and any-

way the deep etching would just become cluttered with dirt and . . . leaves

and water . . . and, well you know."

"We'll take the shallow etching!" Liz commanded.

"Then that's 150 and 2," I concluded. "Two dollars for shallow

etching. And four dollars for the foundation. That comes to 156 dollars

and tax . . . makes it . . . 160 dollars and thirty cents," I said. "And

that, Madam, is the complete price." Something pinched again and I

sneaked a look at the Gabriel stone from the corner of my eye, and it

gazed in stoney hatred over the horn.

"Oh-h-h-h," mumbled fat Martha.

"Now, our usual policy is to request a small down payment ..."
I continued hurriedly before either of them got away, (Sid's unwritten

law). "The remainder to be paid at your convenience within six months,"

I added. "We have complete confidence in our customers, you under-

stand, but we like to keep our books in balance. "And if you'll just

sign here, Miss Wiggum ..."

"Wait a minute," shrieked Liz as though remembering something,

"You sound awfully uncomfortable about that stone . . . just what is

wrong with it?" She eyed me so acidly, all of Sid's warnings about

keeping ahead of the customer price-wise fled to the four corners of the

room.

"Ah wrong . . . ah . . . nothing ... I ... "
I stared back fright-

ened out of my wits at the wrath that was Liz and the shaking cat-bun on

her head. Absolute panic was doing a trapeze act in my stomach, and

snatches of Sid's tutoring swung in and out of my brain. "A great man
... I mean uh . . . simplicity is ... " I managed to begin again.

Liz looked sharply at me and snapped, "Herman was an absolute
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ogre — a rich, hermit-ogre!!"

My mouth dropped two feet and along with it came a sigh from

Martha, "Oh dear . . . Liz . . . you mustn't say thin ..."
"Oh my stars! MARTHA!" Liz screamed, "There are ants crawl-

ing from the base of that stone!!"

She was pointing toward Gabriel, and I was ready to slink away.

"Ants — ants! I can't bear ants! We've changed our minds, we'll

take the $95.00 stone!! Liz ordered.

This was greeted by a sharp intake of air from Martha: "But Liz!

What about the Gabriel stone? It's so-o-o lovely-y, and we could

spray ..."
"Forget it Martha! We're going to be gypped either way! Honestly,"

Liz thundered down her nose at me, "Honestly, we should report ..."
"Really madum ..." I suddenly remembered Sid saying never

argue with a customer. "Uh . . . well then if you've decided . . . ah,

95 plus 2 . . . and 4 . . . urn, that'll be $106 dollars and thirty cents . . .

just sign here, Miss Wiggum ..." I sighed in relief.

"Out of the way Martha," said Liz smirking as she took the pen.

"Well, that takes care of it I guess," I said, "The stone will be

installed within two weeks. I'm sure you'll be ah . . . ten dollars please?"

"Oh-h-h, I'm sorry-y," squealed chubby Martha. "Here," she

said, quickly producing a bill from the depths of her purse.

Then the touch football huddle began again — Liz began to poke

and jostle fat Martha to the door of the shack — but instead, Martha

sidestepped into a mess of formalin tubes dangling from the ceiling, and

squeaked a fascinated and horrified, "Oh!"

I offered to help, but she declined, saying weakly, "Never mind, I

can manage."

I steered them toward the door, Martha was smiling stupidly and

as they moved toward the car Liz screamed, "Thank you, thank you

very much!"

About a month later I was sitting back of the shack watching the

lot of the town and spraying the ants when Uncle Sid came breezing

through the door waving a letter from the two old aunt Wiggums saying

how beautiful Herman's tombstone was, and "it certainly does compliment

its surroundings," and added that the other visitors even commented on

its quality. Uncle Sid was fit to be tied, and gushing all over the place.

He spied the rosestone and warbled, "Hey kid, take care of it will ya?"

He smiled and winked at me, and then ran up front.
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I never dusted the Gabriel rosestone anymore, the ants were even

crawling up its sides. I held up the eyedropper and peered through the

glass bottom at OF Gabriel. He seemed to be smiling, and moving in a

rawkish rhythm around the prism insides of the dropper; rejoicing over

the fact that he was as much a part of this place as I was.

"Blow yer horn Gabe," I mumbled smiling back.
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The Invocation

Whereas, of old, the poet's petition rose prayerfully

To the Muses in hope of inspiration and favor,

The modern artist chooses Senses as deity. Blissfully

Saturated in a psychedelic world— its flavor

Wierd, its rhythm disjointed by a heaving syncopation —
The poet travels through new fields of Empyrean and dreams

Of lands where every cup holds the gods' ambrosia. Perception

Expands and the universe opens. For, as the golden nectar streams

Down the throat into the very soul of being, naked light

Bolts from the new Zeus' hand to illumine the dark

Corner-shadows of personality. Some fortunate apostles delight

In discovering love, and new contours and colors; others wither when stark

White and blind black expose fear and hate; while a few, bled

Hollow by their efforts, are very, very dead.

TERI KEELER
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